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SUMMARY. 

Consideration is given to the problems of a satellite rocket which involve the 
motion of high speed gases. These include the flow over the external surface of the 
rocket (drag), the flow through the rocket motor, and heat transferred to the skin of 
the rocket by forced convection. The skin temperatures of the satellite during its 
orbital motion, which depend entirely upon thermal radiation processes, are also 
evaluated. The discussions, although kept as general as possible, revolve around a 
three stage rocket employing hydrazine-liquid oxygen propellants and designed to 
place a 500 pound instrumentation payload on a stable orbit 350 miles above the earth. 
For the analyses of various features of the satellite rocket which are not covered 
In this report, see refs. 7, 8, 12, 18, 28 and 31. 

The analysis of the drag of a satellite rocket may be considerably simplified if 
certain small effects are neglected, and since this allows the drag to be evaluated 
with an error not exceeding 10 per cent, which is sufficiently accurate for present 
purposes, the drag is calculated on this basis. Using these drag results, an optimum 
shape for the rocket is determined from the combined considerations of drag, flight 
mechanics, and structural weight such that the rocket has a minimum gross weight. It 
is found that the optimum body shape is defined by the skeleton parameter values 
dl.£o = 0.20 and i.lt-o = 0.80, where d is the maximum diameter, La is the total length, 
and J is the length of the diverging (nose) section. However, since this result became 
available only during the latter part of the investigation, it was necessary to proceed 
on the basis of a design which resulted from an earlier study and which had the skele
ton parameter values dl.£a 0.218 and~(~o = 0.643 (see Fig. 10). The drag calcula
tions are carried out for this body shape. 

To provide aerodynamic stability the first stage of the rocket is equipped with 
four fins having a delta planform and a modified double wedge profile. In accordance 
with a required lift program for the rocket, the corresponding angle of attack program 
is calculated, and from this the deflection of the control motor necessary to produce 
the required angle of attack is determined (Fig. 14). From a consideration of the 
rolling moments and the damping moments in pitch and yaw it is concluded that the 
damping moments are negligible and that the rolling ~ents may be adequately controlled 
by means of the rocket control motors. For the second stage of the rocket it was 
decided not to use fins to achieve aerodynamic ,stability, but rather to make use of 
the control motors to provide the necessary moments to overcome the aerodynamic 
instability of the body. 

On the basis of rocket motor gas dynamics, calculations are carried out for the 
first burning period which give the average specific impulse, the ratio of specific 
impulse at the end and beginning of the period, and a throat area factor, which par
tially determines how large the throat area must be. These calculations are given for 
the hydrazine-oxygen and the hydrazine-fluorine propellant systems, and also for 
various combustion chamber pressures. The specific impulse and throat area factor are 
also calculated for the second and third burning periods. Owing to the extremely 
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small free-air pressure during the seco~d and third burning periods. it is found that 
for all practical purposes the specific impulse has a constant fixed value, depending 
upon the combustion chamber pressure, which is the same for both periods. The same 
result is also true for the throat area factor. The variation of the specific impulse 
with height is given for the hydrazine-oxygen propellant system, this being the system 
chosen for the satellite r'ocket. 

On the basis of shock wave and characteristic theory, the lift coefficient for a 
flat plate as a function of angle of attack is evaluated for high .Mach numbers up to 10. 
These results are useful in calculations for winged rockets having flat plate 
lifting surfaces. 

The investigation of the maximum skin temperature during the ascent of the rocket 
reveals that this is of the order of l300~ and occurs at a height of about 40 miles. 
During the descent of the satellite the temperature is considerably higher, of the 
order 'of 4000~. It seems quite likely. however. that this temperature maybe considerably 
reduced so that melting will not occur. This could be accomplished either by using an 
adequate insulating layer over the skin (masnesium oxide for example) or by using wings, 
or perhaps by a combination of botb. The skin temperatures which occur when the 
satellite is in its orbit vary from 400 to 960 oR, neither of which represents a 
dangerous or objectionable extreme. The temperature difference between the earth and 
space sides of the satellite is about 400oR. 

viii 
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l\ERODYNAMICS. GAS DYNAMICS AND HEAT 
TRANSFER PROBLEMS OF A SATELLITE ROCKET 

I. AERODYNAMICS 

A. DRAG 

In evaluating the drag of a satellite rocket it is convenient to separate the 
drag into its various components, some of whith are more important than pthers, and 
some of which may be neglected entirely, depending upon the accuracy required. In 
supersonic flow some components of drag such as that resulting from base cutoff or 
from interference between body and fins are not accurately known. Fortunately these 
effects may be neglected if great accuracy is not required. 

By permitting a certain small amount of error (about 10 per cent) the drag eval· 
uation is considerably simplified and at the same time gives results sufficiently 
accurate for the present investigation. Using the results of the drag evaluation, an 
optimum shape is determined which gives a satellite rocket of minimum gross weight. 

1. The Drag Forces Exerted On a Supersonic Rocket 

The drag forces on a supersonic jet propelled body such as the satellite rocket 
can be divided into the following parts which are listed in the order of their 
importance. 

1. Pressure, or wave drag of the body = Dp 

2. Friction drag of body and fins = Df 

3, Wave drag of the fins 

4. Interference drag resulting from 
presence of the base cutoff at the 

5. 

stern 

Interference drag resulting 
the interaction of the jet 
and the flow over the body 

from 
flow 

6. Interference drag resulting f~om 

= Dij 

the presence of fins on the body = Dif 

These last three interference drag forces may be treated In the manner of small cor
rections and their sum will be denoted by 

(1) 

1 
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The total drag 0 may then be expressed as the sum 

0"0 +0,+0,+0 .. 
P P' 

( 2) 

Consider the pressure drag on the rocket body which has a base cutoff at E as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

to--------TOTAL LENGTH, io----------t 

NOSE OR OIVERGING SECTION, .t-...,.~ 

,jET AREA, Ae 

OlREGTlON 
OF FLOW 

Ty • orc::.....----

lASE AREA.AE 

SECTIONAL AREA,A 

DIAMETER, d 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ROCKET 

FIG. I 

Letti~ t denote a unit vector in the direction of flow and letting d: denote a vector 
element of surface area, positive inward, the pressure drag on the body from 0 to E 
is given by the integral 

Assuming a uniform pressure PE over the cross sectional base area AE• and assum
ing further that this is equal to the free-air pressure P • the total pressure drag o 
on the whole body including the base area AE is 

(3) 

2 
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This last integral on the right will be used as the definition of the pressure or 
wave drag, where it will be noted that the integration does not extend over the base 
area A

l
, . 

The role played by this last integral in the evaluation of total drag when a jet 
is present will be clarified by the following illustration. Neglecting for the 
present, the forces Dj.; D /. and Di' if an exhaust jet fills the base area and has 
the same direction as 1, tlie total resultant force Fr on the body is given by 

... 
(It v + P A ) I! I! I! I! i . 

where i. is the rate of mass now issuing from the jet, v 
PI! is the exhaust pressure, and AI! (in this case AI! ~ AE) 
use of (3), this equation becomes 

[it v + (p - P )A ] I! I! I! 0 e 

-+ 
du, (4) 

is the jet exhaust velocity, 
is the exhaust area. Making 

(5) -du. -i . 

The first term on the right 
rocket by the rocket motor. 
by 

in Eq. (4) is the actual internal thrust exerted on the 
However, the first term on the right of Eq. (5), denoted 

(6) 

IS the expression commonly used for the thrust of the rocket motor. At supersonic 
speeds and for ideal frictionless flow, the integral occurring in Eq. (5) represents 
the external wave drag on the body. For ideal frictionless flow at subsonic speeds 
this integral vanishes, and the resultant thrust is then given by Eq. (6) which 
includes the drag term p A resulting from the presence of the exhaust opening. 
Thus when the rocket thru:t I!is defined by Eq. (6), the resultant thrust is obtained 

l 

by adding the integral f - -(p - po) i . du which, by Eq. (3), defines the pressure 

o 
drag. 

For calculating purposes it is convenient to look upon the integral 

E 

Dp = f (p 

o 

... 
p ) i 

o 
(7) 

as the pressure drag of the body from 0 to E which would result (for idealized flow) 
if the body continued on to a pointed stern as shown at C, Fig. 1, and to take account 
of the effects of the base cutoff separately. In this case the effects of a base 
cutoff are reflected by the existence of a drag term Dib due to the base cutoff when 
no jet is present, a dragD

ij 
when the jet fills the entire base area A" and a drag 

3 
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term of theformD,b + Di · when the jet fills only part of th~ base area as in the 
case of the satellite rock~t where the jet area occupies about halI of the base area •. 
These drag effects arise, in part, because a base and a jet change the upstream flow 
over the boat tail from that which would prevail if the body continued to C.. To the 
drag effects induced by th~ presence of base and jet must also be added the skin 
friction drag DI of the body and fins and the wave drag Dpl of the fins. 

2. Approximations Used In the Drag Analysis 

As far as the determination of the total drag of the satellite rocket is con
cerned, this will be considered satisfactory if the evaluation can be made with an 
error ~hich does not exceed 10 per cent. On the basis of this accuracy requirement 
the following simplifications can be made in the analysis. 

1. Since the angle of attack, a, is never to be greater than about 2° in stable 
flight, and actually not over 1° in the lower part of the trajectory where the 
aerodynamic forces are greatest, the slight increase in drag accompanying these 
small angles of attack will be negl~cted. For bodies of revolution the angle 
of attack n~y be neglected to even higher values, but for finned bodies the drag 
obviously increases at a greater rate with increasing a. Even when fins are 
present, calculations and an exanlination of the German A4 data show that the 
drag increases only about 2% for a one degree angle of attack. 

2. The pressure drag on the body and fin surfaces over most of the subsonic 
range of speeds is negligible. At high subsonic speeds, a correction must be 
made which will be discussed later. At supersonic speeds the pressure drag 
(i.e., wave drag) on the body becon~s very large. The wave drag on the 30° delta 
fins is still sufficiently small over the critical portion of the flight (where 
the highest values of the dynamic pressure q occur) that it may be neglected. 
Even at higher Mach nunbers where the sweepback is no longer of value in reducing 
the drag, calculations indicate a fin wave drag of only about 3% of the total 
drag. Further studies of the German A4 data for bodies alone and bodies with 
fins indicated that the increased drag of the finned bodies could be accounted 
for by skin friction alone. Accordingly, the only pressure drag which will be 
considered at supersonic speeds is that of the rocket body alone. 

3. The friction drag is included in the total drag for both body and fins at 
all velocities, and is calculated according to flat plate theory treating the 
total exposed body and fin surface as an equivalent flat plate. The error in
troduced by the flat plate assumption has been investigated by GOthert1 with the 
results shown in Fig. 2. These results indicate that the effect on friction 
drag of three-dimensional flow pressure gradients is negligible for the values 
of d/$o applicable to the satellite rocket, (i.e., 0.1 ~ d/Lo ~ 0.3) where d is 
the maximum diameter of the rocket and to is the total length. The curves of 
I-ig. 2 include a correction to the friction drag at high subsonic veloci ties 
necessitated by the effect of non-zero pressure drag due to the presence of 
compressibility efJects. This is the correction mentioned in item 2 above. 

For references see page 59 

4 
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4. The body interference drag corrections resulting from the effects of the 
base, the jet, and the tim; are all negligible within the 10 per cent allowable 
limit of error. This is justified by the following remarks. In. the subsonic 
range, experimental tests on bodies extending to C (Fig. 1) show a negligible 
difference in the drag value as compared with bodies with bases, if the base 
point, E, is not more than half way from C to the maximum thickness position. 
In the supersonic range, however, the base pressure is considerably different 
from the free stream pressure so that the base drag is not zero. However cal
culations show that because of the small size of the base area unfilled by the 
jet, neglecting the base dra~ leaves the accuracy within the specified limits. 
Justification for the neglect of the fin-body interference drag was found as the 
result of a study based on German A4 drag data2 for bodies with and without fins. 
It was found that when the friction of the fins alone was added to the friction 
of the body alone, the resulting value was the same as the measured friction drag 
of the body plus fins, thus indicating a negligible fin-body interference drag. 
In the subsonic range, the jet causes a reduction in pressure on the boattail 
section thereby causing an increase in drag while in the supersonic the jet 
causes an increase in boattail pressure, hence a decrease in drag. However, 
since very little is known concerning this effect and since the jet producing 
it occupies only about half of the base area, it is believed that this jet effect 
is quite small, and it will be neglected in both the subsonic and the supersonic 
range. 

5 
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In summarizing these simplifications, it can be said .that the total subsonic. 
drag on the rocket consists of the friction drag of body and fins plus certain high 
subsonic corrections (GOthert>. The total supersonic drag of the rocket consists of 
the friction ·drag.on body and fins plus wave drag on the body alone. In accordance 
with these simplifications the total drag may be written 

(8) 

3. Methods Employed In Evaluating the Drag 

The wave drag, which is calculated on the basis that the gas dynamical laws are 
valid throughout the part of the trajectory where it is important, is discussed by 
separating the drag Dp into two parts, one part due to the diverging section and 
another part due to the boattail or converging section. The diverging section of the 
rocket is the part extending from the front end back to the maximum diameter; the 
boattail or converging section is the part extending from the maximum diameter to 
the stern, (see Fig. 1). The maximum diameter of the diverging section is denoted 
by d, and the length of the diverging section will be represented by"t. 

From an examination of the literature on the supersonic drag of cone-shaped 
bodies it is found that for 'reasonable' shapes having the same value of dlJt:the drag 
does Dot differ much, and in view of the degree of accuracy specified in the drag de
termination, such bodies may be considered as having the same drag. In fact the drag 
of a Karman-Moore ogive and that of a cone having the same dlJ'and same volume differ 
by about 10%. The corresponding parabolic profile has a value lying in between3

• 

This difference in drag of bodies having the same general shape varies somewhat de
pending on what other parameters are held constant when the shape is varied. No~ 
withstanding the fact that the drag does not change much for a given dll, we still 
require the best shape for a given dll. The determination of the optimum shape for a 
given d/~ will be discussed later. Since the cone gives a conservative value (rela
tively large) of drag, but still within the specified limits of accuracy, and since 
the cone drag is better known for the larger values of d/i (the error inherent in the 
linearized theory is greater in magnitude than the difference between cone drag and 
ogive drag), the drag of the diverging section of the body will be assumed to be that 
of an equivalent cone. Thus the drag of the diverging section is calculated from the 
Taylor-Maccoll theory· by means of the inscribed cone whose half angle ¢ is given by 
tan ¢ = d/2. We shall denote by CDpn the conical nose wave drag, as calculated 
by the Taylor-Maccoll theory. 

The wave drag on the boattail or converging section of the,body depends, among 
other things, on the shape of the diverging section, and it is concerning this part 
of the body drag that least is known. For example, no systematic theoretical inves
tigations have been made on this subject, and the experimental data are quite sketchy. 
From what qualitative information is available, it appears that the following remarks 
may be made. 

6 

1. The supersonic boattail wave drag varies as 1/~, becoming negligible above 
M = 5 (similar to the base drag), This is similar to the variation in the nose 
drag coefficient which also diminishes as I/Mr, but which does not go to zero as 
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does the boattail drag but essentially t.o 2 sina e (for CD based on cross 
section area) at sufficiently high Mach numbers. This is the value predicted 
py Newtonian drag in which the air on striking the surface loses the c~nent 
of its momenttimnormal to the surface5

• 6. The Newtonian concept also predicts 
the zero drag on the boat tail at the higher Mach numbers. 

2. At Mach numbers between 1. 5 and 2, it has heen found that when the boattail 
angle is equal to the nose angle or does not differ by n~re than about 20° from 
the nose angle, the drag appears to be calculable on the basis of an average 
pressure times the subtended area normal to the flow, where the average pressure 
is equal to the negative of the pressure on the inscribed nose cone. On this 
basis the magnitude of the boattail drag can be calculated according to the 
equation 

X (1.75)3 X A - AE 
M3 A 

(9) 

where CD n is the wave-drag coefficient for the nose and CDpbt that for the 
boattail: A represents the maximum cross section area and AE IS the total base
area including that of the jet. The nose coefficient CDpn is defined by 

C wave drag of nose 
Dpn = qA (0) 

where q = 1/2 pv2 is the dynamic pressure, and where the wave drag is calculated 
from the Taylor-Maccoll theory for the inscribed nose cone using M = 1.75. In 
passing, it must be remembered that high subsonic pressure drag effects are 
added as a correction term in the friction drag according to the data obtained 
by Q,thert. 

Using the equivalent flat plate method, the friction drag has heen calculated 
for both body and fins. over the Mach number range extending from 0.2 to 0.925 and 
from 1.2 to 6. The effects of variation in Reynolds number is included in the cal
culations. The lower limit of Reynolds number and the upper limit of Mach number 
were determined from trajectory considerations; that is. the altitudes were determined 
at which the drag g.D/W on the rocket (where W is gross weight and gs is acceleration 
of gravity) becomes negligible as far as flight performance is concerned; see the 
Flight Mechanics Report'1. The lower Reynolds number limit corresponds to a trajectory 
altitude of about 300,000 feet. The atmospheric gas at heights of this order becomes 
so rarefied (see ref. 8 for analysis of the atmospheric density at high altitudes) 
that the gas dynamical laws are no longer strictly valid9

• 90.. 10, However, as long 
as the Reynolds number is such as to predict laminar flow (but not low enough to give 
Stokesian flow). we are at least not beyond the 'slip' region. This will be true 
provided Re > 100 (see Tsien1o), and in this case the gas dynamical laws may be used 
as a first app~oximation. The error in the drag determination resulting from this 
approximation is not of too great importance. since under such rarefied gas conditions 
the drag term gsD/W becomes relatively small; and any such inaccuracies in the drag 
have but negligible effect on the trajectory performance of the rocket. 

The actual friction drag calculations were made from the laminar and turbulent 
boundary layer formulae given by Capell, 11.. Cope finds. by means of a simple 

7 
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theory, that the friction dra, depends.on ~ch.number as wel~ ~s Reynolds ~~r. For 
example, at M = 2 and He = 10 , the skin fr1ct10n drag coeff1c1ent.C, = fr1ct1on drag! 
(qxSurface Area~ is about 75% that of its i~conpressible value. Although this result 
agrees'very well with German experimental data, the entire problem Qf supersonic skin 
friction is in need of serious theoretical investigation. Curves of Cf based on 
equivalent flat plate surface area are plotted as a function of He and M and shown 
in Fig. :to 

These calculated friction drags were further increased by 35% in accordance with 
the findings of ~thertl to account for 'manufacturing roughness'. The friction 
drag coefficient DDf based on the maximum cross sectional area A is evaluated in 
terms of the' coefficient Cf by means of the relation 

C C surface area 
Df ~ ,x maximum cross sectional area 

(11) 

It should again be pointed out that the surface area here includes that of the fins. 

The drag associated with transonic flow (0.9 ~ M ~ 1.2) still remains to be 
considered. While the transonic phenomena are fairly well understood, the actual 
aerodynamic values of drag must still be obtained by experiment. Since it is im
possible to produce a Mach number of 1.0 in a wind tunnel which contains a model, it 
becomes necessary to obtain transonic drag data from free flight tests and wing flow 
tests during flight. The results of such tests indicate that the maximum drag occurs 
in the Mach number range 1.0 ~ M ~ 1.2. for bodies of sn~ll fineness ratios (length/ 
dianeter) the peak drag is nearer M = 1.2, and the peak is fairly flat. For thinner 
bodies the peak is generally at a lower Mach number and is sharper. The indications 
are that the maximum peak values of the drag are seldom more than 10% greater than the 
calculated drag for M = 1.2. In view of these remarks, it is considered satisfactory 
to use values of drag for the transonic region which are determined by interpolating 
over a fair curve connecting the value at M 0.9 to that at M = 1.2. The total drag 
of the rocket, subsonic, transonic, and supersonic, is calculated in accordance with 
the methods which have been presented above. 

4. The Optimum Shape For a Satellite Rocket 

The previous discussion has been concerned with the methods employed in calcu
lating the drag so that these may now be used in an investigation to determine a body 
shape for the satellite rocket which is the best shape from the combined considera
tions of aerodynamics, flight mechanics, and structure. In the Flight ~~chanics 
study', the parameter v, defined by 

W 
II = -f..: weight of propellants consumed during a burning stage , (12) 

Wi gross weight of the stage 

is the fundamental quantity which is investigated to determine the m1n1mum gross 
weight for the satellite rocket. To investigate the optimum rocket shape in a rig·or
ous and exhaustive manner would require the following procedure: 

8 
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1. Holding all trajectory shape parameters constant and for a chosen body shape, 
determine, according to the methods of ref. 7, the value of v required to give 
the desired orbital conditions. The body shape enters the trajectory equations 
through a drag term g,DIW, where D is total drag, W is gross weight, and g is 
the gravitational conversion factor. •. 

2. On the basis of the value of v thus dete~ned and the corresponding applied 
load which the structure must withstand, the necessary structural weight, and 
therefore gross weight which the rocket must have would be determined. 

3. The calculations 1 and 2 are repeated for a wide variety of possible body 
shapes until the shape giving the least gross weight is found. 

Since this procedure would require a prohibitive amount of calculation, it is 
fortunate that the problem can be handled in a simpler manner as follows. Since the 
drag represents a small perturbation as far as the trajectory calculations are con
cerned, and since the best shape of body represents a small perturbation (up to 10 
per cent) as far as the gross weight is concerned, it is therefore permissible to 
make USe of the following simplified procedure in determining the optimum shape for 
the body; the drag of the fins will not be considered. 

10 

1. As a basis for discussion it is assumed that the gross weight is known to a 
zero order approximation; that is, the order of magnitude of the gross weight 
is known and the changes resulting from changes in shape will be reflected only 
as a fir6t order change in the gross weight. In general, for any rocket stage, 
since the required thrust is proportional to the gross weight and since the 
thrust is proportional to the exhaust area, it follows that the exhaust area is 
proportional to the gross weight. Then, since the ~ross weight is assumed known 
to a zero order approximation, it follows that the exhaust area is known or 
fixed to the same order approximation. A continuation of this line of argument 
then shows that when the gross weight undergoes a first order change, the corres
ponding first order change in the exhaust area will cause a second order change 
in gross weight. Accordingly, the jet exhaust area AI! and the base area AE may 
be considered fixed as far as the gross weight of the optimum shape is concerned. 

2. Structural considerations12 show that the main variables which determine the 
. gross weight of the body are the overall shape parameters told and lId, Fig. 1. 
When these parameters are allowed to vary subject to the restriction that the 
gross weight must remain constant to zero order, the volume remains constant to 
zero order, and the gross weight varies to a first order due to the rearrangement 
of material. After the best skeleton values' Id and tId are chosen according o 
to considerations to be described below, it is then possible to investigate the 
best aerodynamic lines which can be drawn upon the skeleton. Once 'old andlld 
are chosen and are therefore fixed, it will be found that the possible choices 
of reasonable aerodynamic lines lie within such narrow limits that within this 
narrow range of shapes it is permissible to treat the first order values of 
volume and gross weight as constant. Accordingly, when the skeleton shape para
meters 41d and lId have been determined from the combined considerations of 
aerodynamics, flight mechanics, and structural weight, the best aerodynamic 
shape for least drag can be investigated on the basis of constant volume. 
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3. Since it is found in the trajectory calculations? that the lIlaXirrum value of 
the drag term g.D/W occurs in the Mach number range 1.25 ~ M ~ 1.5, the investi
gation of the optirrum values for L /d and.lo /d will be based on M = 1. 5. J twill 
be assumed for this study that at other supersonic Mach numbers the percentage 
change in g.D/W with the body shape parameters is the same as that for M = 1.5. 
Thus when the drag integral~Do = 8.(D/W)odt has been evaluated over a flight 
path (trajectory) for chosen values (jVd) and (L/d) , the value of the integral 

000 
for other values of these parameters is obtained simply by changing the value of 
~o by the same percentage that gsD/W changes at M = 1.5. It is assumed that 
changes in drag do not result in any change in the shape of the trajectory. 
Thus, the general drag integralcto is evaluated from 

f CC ...f '" g D dt = -.!!.../ = 2.. 
D s W C Do C 

Do 'Do 
(13) 

where the subscript zero refers to quantities which are based on the best (£/d}o 
and (~/d}o' the best trajectory shape, and the smallest value of 110 known at the 
time. The drag coefficient CD is evaluated by means of the formula 

total drag of body 
q x v

0
2/ 3 

(14) 

.1. 
and is calculated for various ~/d and fold using the fixed values Vo and dE/Vo 3, 
where d 0 is the diameter of the base area Aeo' These results are shown in 
Fig. 4, wtich gives CD as a function of d/Jo and .l/Io rather than of d/L and d/Lo' 
The basic drag integral.JDo is then evaluated from the relation (in this con
nection see Eq. (80) of ref. 7) 

.1 
CDo q V 3 

0 

8, 
W. (1 - z; 1-) , o t 

b 

(15) 

where, for any particular rocket stage. Wi is the total initial (i. e., gross) 
. weight and t b is the length of the burning per.iod. 

4. The next step is to calculate the variation of 11 as a function ofi/d and 
J,/d through the drag integral J O= f gs(D/W)dt. This is done by making us: of t~e 
simplified formula (61) of ref. 7 which, for this purpose, may he wr~tten ~n 
the form 

log 1 1 + 
- 11 

log _I_ 
I - 110 

(16) 

11 
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The variation of v as a function of d/to and L/.t 0 is shown in Fig. 5. It is 
seen from Fig. 4 that the minimum drag coefficient is associated with large values 
of ~/"o' However, a large value of.J!/Lo requires rather severe boattai1 angles, 
which would cause poor air flow conditions over the after end of the rocket body. 
The optimumL/Lo must therefore be chosen with this in mind, and it appears that 
values of.t/Lo greater than 0.80 should be avoided. These same remarks also apply 
to the curves for v, Fig. 5, which show that minimum v is associated with large values 
of~~o' The initial gross weight WI corresponding to the values of v in Fig. 5 and 
calculated according to the method presented in ref. 12 is plotted in Fig. 6. On the 
basis of this plot it is found that the optimum values are 

14 
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These values are based on (~) .= 0.80 and fA:) = 0.20. 

~ opt ~ opt 

Since time schedule limitations made it necessary to arrive at a final design 
for the rocket body before the study leading to Figs. 5 and 6 could be completed, the 
values used for ~/d and)fo/d were those determined from a previous but less exact 
investigation of similar nature. It is this previously determined design which served 
as a basis for the values eDo ' If i' Vo (/./d)o and (£,,/d)o used in Eq. '(15). This 
design was based ontld = 2.95 and£o/d = 4.59. It is seen from Fig. 6 that this re
sults in an increase in gross weight of only about 5000 lbs. 

The profile of the delta fins was determined after a consideration of both theo
retical and experimental work on the subject. The final design incorporates a modified 
double wedge with the maximum thickness at the 50% chord position (always determined 
parallel to the direction of the flow). A 5% thickness ratio for the basic double 
wedge was decreased (fronl subsonic flow considerations) by fairing in (tangentially) 
a circular arc from the 33 1/3% chord position to the 66 2/3% chord position. This 
resulted in a final thickness ratio of about 4%. This small thickness ratio results 
in such small wave drag that only the friction drag need be considered, as explained 
above. 

The drag coefficients used in the first and second stages of the trajectory are 
shown in figs. 7 and 7A. These values are based on the maximum cross-sectional area A 
and are calculated over the Mach number range as described earlier. A further slight 
simplification was made inasmuch as it was assumed, for purposes of calculation, that 
the variation of Cd with Reynolds number, Re, was negligible for M < 0.75. 

In order to use these values of CD in the trajectory calculations, the drag term 
gsD/W was evaluated from the relation 

(17) 

which may be written more conveniently In the form 

(18) 

where W. is the gross weight of any stage, P is the standard sea level value for 
1 00 I h' h the atmospheric density and a Poo gives the free-air density at the particu ar elg t 

in question (see ref. 8). Absorbing the constants in this equation into a constant K, 
it may be written 

g ~= KC 
s W D 

(19) 

15 
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where 

K g, ~. x ~ POD (000)2. 
l 

(20) 

The variation of RLD with Mach number and altitude for the first and second stages is 
shown in Figs. 8 and 8A. 

As a further aid in visualizing the function of the drag in the trajectory equa
tions, the calculated values of D/W and the dynamic pressure q are plotted as a function 
of time in the trajectory for the first two burning periods (see Fig. 9). 

Although the drag calculations were made on the basis of an inscribed cone ex
tending all the way from the forward end of the n'Ose back to the maximum diameter, it 
is still desirable, in order to secure better subsonic and transonic flow conditions 
and better supersonic stability, to ad'Opt a better shape f'Or the nose section, if 
possible, than that of a cone alone. 

Of the three main body shapes given consideration - conical, parabolic, and 
Karman-Moore ogive - for the same lid and volume, the ogi ve has the least drag at 
low supersonic speeds. On the other hand, the cone has the least drag at high super
sonic speeds, and, in addition, has a smaller body moment at l'OW supersonic speeds. 
These considerations plus a considerati'On of the manufacturing pr'Oblems inv'Olved lead 
to the choice 'Of the cone for the shape 'Of the fr'Ont part 'Of the n'Ose and a shape 
lying between a parab'Ola and a Karman-M'O'Ore ogive f'Or the remainder of the nose and 
the boattail. The resulting b'Ody shape is that sh.'Own in Fig. 10. 
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5. Rarefied Gas Dynamics (Superaerodynamics) 

In making the drag calculations it was necessary to take account of the fact 
that at the higher altitudes where the atmosphere has the properties of a highly 
rarefied gas the drag coefficient can no longer be determined on,the'hasis of the gas 
dynamical laws but must be calculated according to the properties of free molecule 
flow, Tsien10

, Sanger9
• 9a. Thus for heights above approximately 80 miles, the at

mospheric density is so low and the mean free path so large (comparable to the size 
of the rocket at 80 miles, see ref. 8) that the gas molecules behave as independen~ 
particles as far as the drag on the rocket is concerned. The most reasonable hypoth
esis to use in calculatin§ the drag under these conditions appears to be that in 
which it is assumed9

• 9a, 1 that the gas particle enters the metal skin of the rocket 
losing all of its directed kinetic energy, comes into thermal equilibrium with the 
metal, and then leaves the metal skin in the manner of diffus~ reflection. On this 
basis, the atmospheric particles upon striking the rocket lose all of their momentum; 
the total force on the rocket isa drag force only (no lift can be produced) having 
the value poAv2 where Po is the free-air density. This gives CD : 2 as the appro
priate value for the drag coefficient. This appears, at the present time at least, 
to represent the best value to use at high altitudes (above 80 or 90 miles) and at 
high supersonic speeds where the thermal velocities of the gas particles are negligible 
compared to the velocity of the rocket. In the lower altitude region from 60 to 80 
miles it is not clear just how the drag should be calculated. In this region of the 
atmosphere the drag is probably determined by some combination of the gas dynamical 
laws and the free molecule process. For lack of anything better at present, the drag 
in this region is evaluated by interpolation. 

The need for further research in the field of rarefied gas dynamics (also called' 
superaerodynamics) should be emphasized. While the above ideas on free molecule flow 
seem quite reasonable, their verity has not actually been completely established 
experimentally, since they are based upon experience obtained by research on low 
pressure flow in pipes where the stream velocity was relatively low and in a direction 
parallel to the wall. Experiments should therefore be performed with very low density 
air moving with very high velocity and striking a surface at a finite angle. The 
range in densities and velocities covered should of course include the intermediate 
region between free molecule flow and gas dynamics. 

A particularly important need for a much better knowledge of superaerodynamics 
in general rocket vehicle studies is that which arises in connection with the deter
mination of lift forces in a highly rarefied gas. A knowledge of lift forces is 
especial! y important in the descent of a winge,d rocket. With our present knowledge 
the drag, at least, is known within reasonable limits; but the lift, which can greatly 
affect the trajectory, is not known within one or two magnitudes in the high altitude 
rarefied gas regions. 

B. AERODYNAMICS OF STABILITY AND CONTROL 

In the first burning stage of the satellite rocket trajectory large unstable 
aerodynamic body moments arise which must be counterbalanced by the use of a proper 
amount of fin area. With the lag in response of present servo-systems such large 
unstable aerodynamic moments could result in violent undamped oscillations of the' 
rocket. In the second stage flight it is believed that the much smaller aerodynamic 
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moments can be controlled by the servo-system. It was decided therefore to provide 
external fins for the first stage but not for the second and third stages. The un
stable aerodynamic moments in the second stage will be discussed later. The main 
problem to be considered here is the design of fins for the first stage. Some in
stability can be controlled by the servo-system, but we shall nevertheless try to 
design for complete stability. 

Since the rocket must be stable both in pitch and yaw, and since symmetry about 
the roll axis is desirable, at least three fins must be used. However. it seems 
advisable to use four fins since this gives smaller rolling moments in cross flow 
than three fins and also allows the yaw and pitch controls to be separated, which 
permits the use of a simpler servo control system. Inasmuch as the stability re
quirements in pitch and yaw are practically the same and since symmetry is desirable, 
it was decided to use four fins of equal size and shape, spaced 900 apart. The rocket 
is to be controlled in a flight program of very small angles of attack, and the roll 
moment (due to pitch or yaw) may therefore be neglected. The damping moments in 
pitch, yaw, and roll will be discussed later. In accordance with the above remarks, 
and since the requirements on pitch stability and control are a little more stringent 
than that of yaw (due to the prescribed angle of attack in pitch program), the main 
problem reduces to the design of the two fins for pitch static stability. The re
sultant design will also be used for the vertical (yaw) fins. 

Opposing the stability requirement (large fins desired) is the requirement of 
low weight. low drag, and low value of the maximum stable moment necessary to hold. the 
prescribed tilt program (small fins desired), The last item is predicated by the 
desire for small rocket control moments, so that the thrust component along the flight 
path is kept as large as possible. Therefore the first matter that will be discussed 
is that of the control moment available from the rocket motors. The aerodynamic 
moment will be taken up later in two parts, that due to the body, and that due to 
the tail. 

1. Control Moment 

Besides a fixed rocket motor there are four movable rocket control motors, two 
for pitch, two for yaw, and all four for roll. The necessary control moments are 
provided by deflecting the control motors so that their thrusting direction is at an 
angle to the longitudinal axis of the rocket. The pitching moment about the center 
of gravity is given by 

where Fe is the thrust per pair, Lc is the position of the center of gravity, and 
"R the position of the rocket motor! pivot - both measured from the forward end of 
the nose, and ~ is the deflection of the rocket motor in degrees measured downward. 
The control moment coefficient is defined by 
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where q is the dynamic 
the hody (A = ff d3 /4). 
manent coefficient by 

pressure, d the maximum diameter, and A the frontal area of 
For small angles of deflection it is convenient to define the 

where ~/d8 is the moment coefficient slope per degree. Then 

The center of gravity is practically constant during the first three-quarters of 
the first stage burning, moving somewhat forward during the last quarter. Redesign 
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of fuel tanks could probahly 
eliminate this movement. There
fore, the center of gravity is 
assumed constant at 359 inches 
from the forward end of the nose 
(I = 2.92 d). The control 

cg . . 26' h f motor PIvot IS Inc es rom 
the base (IR = 539 in. = 4.38 d). 
The control motor thrust per 
pair is 43,800 pounds initially, 
increasing with altitude to 
51,800 pounds at the end of the 
burning period. Fig. 9 gives 
the variation of dynamic pressure 
with Mach number. The control 
motor slope coefficient computed 
from Eq. (21) with d = 123 inches 
and A = 82.5 square feet is 
presented in Fig. 11 as a function 
of Mach number. 

The maximum deflection of 
the rocket control motors is 15~ 
and it was specified that a de
flection of not more than 5° 
should be required to hold the 
vehicle on course, the balance 
being available for corrective 
purposes. The actual values 
finally obtained will be dis
cussed I ate r. 
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2.. Body Moment 

The body is shown in Fig. 10. Study of available literature on body lift and 
center of pressure, theoretical and experimental, revealed a considerable amount of 
conflicting information, indicating either poor experimental work or inadequate theory. 
Most projectiles and missiles have a much greater length-diameter ratio and less of a 
boattail. lhe data on these more common missiles could not in a simple manner be 
carried over to this problem. The following analysis was therefore undertaken. 

The body forces (lift and moment) were considered only for that portion of the 
body ahead of the fins. The body forces aft of t~is point can be included with the 
forces on the fins as described later. In subsonic or supersonic flow the presence 
of the tail does not essentially change the normal force distribution ahead of the 
maximum thickness position. In supersonic flow this is certainly true even up to 
the fins. Further, in subsonic fla.v the normal forces on the boattail are not sig
nificant except for the region of the actual tail and the body it includes. Also at 
very high supersonic speeds the forces are almost entirely on the front end and on 
the tail. This suggests that the body moments may be calculated from the lift and 
center of pressure on the nose section only. It is certainly not true in the low 
supersonic region that the lift on the portion of body between tbe maximum thickne$s 
and the tail is negligible, but the center of pressure moves aft if this is taken 
into account so that the moment changes very little. To the accuracy of our knowledge 
we shall calculate body moments from the nose section only. 

The body nose is essentially conical. The center of pressure for a cone in 
supersonic flow is known to be positioned at a distance behind the nose equal to 
two-thirds the length of the cone. The nose section here is 364 inches so the center 
of pressure, .i B' is taken at 241 inches = 1. 97 d. 

The lift coefficient is defined by 

and for small angles, as before, 

deL a __ , 
da 

where a ~s the angle of attack in degrees. The body moment slope ~s given by 

(22) 

where the subscript B refers to the body. Actually the normal force H, not the lift, 
is desired in determining the moment. However, for small angles they are identical, 
and in what follows it is the normal force slope which is determined even though it 
is referred to as lift slope. 

According to Munk the subsonic value of(dCMlda)vol for the front half of a 
slender body of revolution is 0.015 when CM is based on volume and when the center of 
gravity is located at the position of maximum thickness. Increasing this number by 
the factor 2.05 to give the value of dC';da based upon Ad instead of volume results 
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in the value dC.t~ = 0.0315. At ve~y high speeds the normal force coefficient on'a 
cone is given i;ly 

C = cos l ¢ sin 2a. N I 

or 

( dell) = 2 cos l ¢. 
&10.=0 

where ¢ is the semi-vertex angle of the cone. 

The derivation is given in the Appendix. 
the satellite rocket, dCN/&1 = 0.0335 per 
moment slope is 0.0318. 

For the value ¢ = 11°, which is used for, 
degree. From Eq. (22) it follows that the 

Information for determining the body lift slope in the supersonic region is 
shown in Fig. 12. 1he upper curve was obtained by integrating the normal force 
distribution (as given in ref. 13) on the ogival nose of the German A4 rocket at 
ang~es of attack of 2° and 4°. Ref. 14 gives the pressure distributioo on two conical
nosed projectiles tested in Italy. The integrated normal force for the nose only is 
shown in the figure, and Tsien's theoretical values (ref. 15) are included for com
parison. Lin (ref. 16) gives theoretical results for conical-nosed pr~iectiles having 
nose angles of 10° and 15° and an over-all length of 4d. The 14° projectile of ref. 
14 had an over-all length of approximately 4d, and the measured value of deL/da was 
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0.07 as compared with Lin's result of .039 for a 15° nose. It is seen that the agree
ment between the~ry and experiment is not very good. 

The Lin and Tsien data for a cone show dC/~ to be .030 to .038 in the neighbor
hood of M ~ 1 to 2. For a cone this value fafis off with increasing Mach number, but 
for an ogivai body, as shown in Fig. 12 for the A4 nose, dCt/do. goes up with iner~asing 
Mach number. Since the design here is much nearer a cone than an ogive and since 
there exists a serious lack of agreement between theory and experiment, it is be
lieved that the best that can be done at this time is to use the constant value 
(dCM/do.)B = .O~ for all Mach numbers. Using this value in Eq. (22) it is found 
that (dCL/do.)B - 0.034. 

3. Tail Moment . 

The tail lift- characteristics are readily obtained, but the problem of deter
mining the effective tail· area is not a simple one. The subsonic lift was determined 
from unpublished wind-tunnel tests up to M = .95 on a delta wing with 45° semi-vertex 
angle (Douglas Aircraft Company, EI Segundo). The value at M = 1 was taken from 
Jones' approximation, (ref. 17). The supersonic values were obtained from an un
published compilation of available experimental information prepared by North American 
Aviation, Inc. The Ii ft slope thus obtained is presented in Fig. 13. 
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• The effective tail area takes into account the lifting effect of that portion of the 
rocket body which separates the fins. 
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After some preliminary calculations the planform decided upon for the fins·was 
one corresponding to a delta wing having a s~i-vertex angle of 30° and an area of 
50 square feet per fin. The delta wing plan form was selected because of its favor
able aerodynamic characteristics - namely the maintenance of lift, low drag, and 
rearward center of pressure --in the transonic and low supersonic regions. 

The effective tail area was determined in the following manner. First the ex
treme values were determined. The maximum area is obtained by extending the delta
shaped fin clear to the center line of the body and assuming that this full area is 
effective in the same manner as an isolated wing. The minimum area is obtained by 
considering the fins alone, outside of the line extending straight back from the body 
junction, and placing the halves together. There are thus obtained two delta 'wings', 
one with 241 square feet of area, the other with but 81 square feet. The effective 
value is somewhere between these values and was assumed to be the mean value, 161 
square feet. A delta wing of this area has a root chord of 200 inches and the center 
of pressure is located one-third of this length, 67 inches, from the base. 

A second method is one commonly in use by the Aerodynamics Section at the Douglas 
Aircraft Company in which the enclosed body area is assumed to be 60 per cent effect
ive. The area enclosed between the fins is 98 square feet. With 50 square feet of 
area per fin the total effective tail area is thus found to be 159 square feet. 

A third method, developed by North American Aviation, Inc., gives the enclosed 
body area as 52 per cent effective, which corresponds to a total effective tail area 
of 151 square feet. The center of pressure is located 66 inches from the base. 

The mean of the values obtained by these three methods is 157 square feet. The 
Douglas method was therefore adopted. The effective tail area was taken as 159 square 
feet 0.93A) with the center of pressure locat·ed 67 inches from the base, that is, 
~T = 498 inches ~ 4.05 d. The tail moment slope is then given by 

(23) 

where (dCLloo)W is the slope of the lift curve from Fig. 13 and Se ~s the effective 
tail area. 

The total aerodynamic moment slope was computed by 

This result is presented in Fig. 11 for comparison with the control rr~tor moment 
slope dCM IdS. From Fig. 11 it will be noted that a small unstable aerodynamic 

II 
moment slope is present beyond M = 4.6. It should be pointed out, however, that 
actually this instability may not be present because the forward movement of the 
center of gravity (which occurs in the present design for M > 2) is probably suffi
cient to retain the stability. In addition, because of the reduction in dynamic 
pressure, actual aerodynamic moments will be quite small in comparison with those of 
the rocket motors. 
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4. Control 

The optimum trajectory for the satellite rocket'1 requires that after an initial 
period of vertical flight the rocket must be tilted in a manner to give a trajectory 
for which the angle of inclination e with the horizontal has certain prescribed 
values. The change in (} with time is produced by the combined action of gravity and 
a lift force', L, normal to the trajectory. In the flight mechanics investigation7 

the total normal lift force L is specified by F sin a·, where F is the total thrust 
and a· is the effective angle of tilt, which reduces to the angle between the thrust 
vector and the tangent to the trajectory when the rocket has fixed motors and no 
aerodynamic lift. However, since aerodynamic lift is present and since the rocket 
control motors will, in general, be defiected, the actual angle of attack a is slightly 
different from a-. The total lift L is defined by 

L e F sin a* = F sin a + F sin (a + S) + L 
$t e 4 

(24) 

where F,t is the thrust of the stationary motor and the yaw motors, Fe is the thrust 
of the control (pitch) motors, and La is the aerodynamic lift. 

For small angles, as before, F = F,t + Fe' and 

The aerodynamic lift is given by 

in which 

de 
aqA~ 

cia 

clC.L '" (clC.L) + (deL) S iii • 

da. da. 8 da. If A 

(24&) 

This flight program calls for a continuous turning of the rocket about a transverse 
axis so that it will always be headed along the prescribed trajectory. The flight 
condition, therefore, is that the applied moments shall be equal to the time rate of 
change of the angular momentum of the rocket. This condition gives the relation 

Aerodynamic moment + control moment = J dare + a) I (25) 
dt 2 

where J is the moment of inertia of the rocket about the center of gravity. This may 
be written 

Letting % = (4 * ~eg)/d, this becomes 

57.3 aqA 1. dell _ L. d2 (e + a) 
% da. xd dt ll 

(25a) 
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Substituting this expression in Eq. (24a) yields 

which may be written in the form 

(26) 

where C, E F/qA •. 

Both e and a- are prescribed by the flight program as functions of time, and all 
quantities in Eq. (26) are known except a. Using the iterative process, Eq. (26) may 
be integrated numerically by assuming values of a at each step such as to satisfy 
the prescribed values of e and a·. Eq. (25a) is then used to calculate the required 
control motor deflection S. 

However, a consideration of the order of magnitude of the terms in Eq. (26) re
sults in an important simplification inasmuch as it is found that the inertial term 
may be neglected, and thus the differential equation becomes simply an algebraic 
equation. Initially the moment of inertia is approximately equal to 150,000 slug-fta

, 
decreasing to 116,000 slug-fta at the end of the first burning period. The thrust 
increases from an initial value of 124,000 Ibs to a fiRal value of 147,000 Ibs. Hence, 
the coefficient J/Fxd has an initial value of 0.08 and decreases to a final value of 
0.04 in the first stage. The second derivative is at most of the order of 0.10 so 
that the right hand term is at most of the order of 0.008, a quantity negligible in 
comparison with a mean value of a-. Eq. (26) may therefore be solved with sufficient 
accuracy by means of the relation 

a = a- ____ ...;l~----::=__ 
deL 1 dCIi 
-- + ---

( 26a) 

1 + 57.3 00 % 00" 
CF 

Figure 14 gives a· the effective tilt angle as prescribed by the flight program, 
a the corresponding actual angle of attack, and S the control motor deflection re
quired to produce these values of a. These values are given for the first burning 
period only, since for the remaining part of the traject~ry the angle of tilt a is 
always tero. 

5. Damping Moment 

The German data indicate that the damping moments in pitch do not vary much with 
body shape. The A4 danping moment (oCdamp/oa;i<; 0.9, where Cda p ;: 24 .damping moment/ 
pVl3d) was entered into the control calculations (see ref. 18) and was found at most 
to be one per cent of the servo applied damping moment necessary for proper control. 
Since this aerodynamic damping moment is negligibly small, no further investigation 
of this effect was necessary. 
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Approximate calculations of an elementary nature show that the static rolling 
Rloments, arising in the first stage from gusts or when the angle of attack is. for 
example', three times larger than that prescribed, are of the order of 5000 ft-Ibs. 
Moments of this magnitude can be adequately compensated for by the rocket control 
motors. The damping moments in roll. like the datt{ling moments in pitch. are negligible 
compared with the damping moments provided through the servo-system. 

7. Stability of the Second Stage 

At the start of stage 2 there will be a short interval in which the rocket will 
be aerodynamically unstable. The moment slope coefficient is given as before by 

dC" = deL (:tcg - ~B) 
da. da. d ' 

where dCL/da. is taken as 0.0335 for very high Mach numbers and the center of pressure 
is taken as two-thirds the nose length, i.e"~8 = 2/3 x 260 = 173 in"~Cg = 244 
inches, d = 101 inches. This gives dCM/da. = 0.0235. 

For the second stage the moment slope coefficient is referred to volume by using 
the multiplying factor 0:712 which gives (de,,/da)Yol = 0.0167. nearly the same as the 
value at the lower ~~ch numbers for the first stage. Owing to the low values of q 
duringtbe second stage, it is believed that the servo-system (rocket control motors) 
can be used to provide satisfactory control over this aerodynamic instability. 
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II. GAS DYNAMICS 

A. ROCKET MOTOR GAS DYNAMICS AND DESIGN 

The principal gas dynamical problem arising in the design of the satellite rocket 
IS that of the proper design of the rocket motors to give the greatest possible thrust 
consistent with least weight and space required for the motor in each rocket stage. 
In general this will require a different design for each stage. 

The discussion contained in this section does not present a complete story in 
itself but rather is intended mainly as a collection of the gas dynamical relations 
and information which it is necessary to have in connection with other phases of the 
satellite rocket investigation. No attempt will be made here to derive any of the 
basic gas dynamical relations, since these are well known and are adequately explained 
elsewhere (see refs. 19, 20 and 21 for example). 

By use of Eulers' momentum theorem22
, 23 (impulse theorem). it can he shown24 

that the thrust F produced by a rocket motor is given by· 

where 

dlAp 
dt 

1. 
d I 

F= v Iflp+j 
U dt A A e e 

axial component of the exhaust velocity 

element of mass of propellants flowing through the exhaust 
area of the nozzle per second (i.e., the rate of mass flow 
through an element of exhaust area) 

exhaust pressure 

free-air (ambient) pressure 

exhaust area. 

(27) 

'hen the flow is one-din~nsional so that vex 
thrust expression becomes 

Ve IS the total exhaust velocity, the 

(28) 

where dlAp/dt is the rate of the total mass flow of propellants. If further, the 
expansion of the exhaust flow is complete so that P e = Po' the thrust has the special 
value Fo where 

dlllp V __ • 

e dt 
(29) 

• See also Eqs. (3)-(7) in Part 1. 
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This is readily shown~6 to be the max~mum thrust obtainable from a rocket motor. 
Although complete expansion of the exhaust flow to free-air pressure is highly de
sirable since it gives the maximum thrust condition, this usually requires such a 
long exhaust nozzle that, in" order to keep the size of the nozzle within practical 
limits, it becomes necessary to design the nozzle for underexpansion with Pe > Po' 

A rocket motor consists of a combustion chamber and an exhaust nozzle as shown 
in Fig. 15. 
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The propellants flow into the motor at 1. and burn in the combustion chamber, 1 to 2, 
reaching the absolute temperature Tc and the pressure Pc' Assuming the combustion 
to be complete by the time the gases reach 2, the products of combustion flow nearly 
adiabatically through the exhaust nozzle 2 to 4. which has a minimum section at 3 
where the local sonic velocity is reached. and an expanding portion 3 to 4 where the 
supersonic flow expands with decreasing pressure. \\hen all of the burning is com
pleted at 2 and if there is no friction or shock wave in the exhaust nozzle, the flow 
from 2 to 4 will be isentropic. Since the main component of the flow is in the axial 
direction, it is usually sufficient to treat the flow as one dimensional. Thus, on 
the basis of one -dimensional isentropic flow, the exhaust veloc i ty ve is found to 
be24. 26. 27 

[2 ~" T, (, ~ I) (I -~:J]+ .f. fi f(y 2~ I) [I -(::) Y; r. (30) 
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where the.isentropic pressure-temperature relation has heen used. R. is the universal 
gas constant, M is 'the molecular weight of the products of combustion, ,. = C /C is 
the average ratio of the specific heats over the temperature range Tc to T/!, ~d·the 
t~ratures are expressed on the ~solute scale as demanded by the equation of state 
P = P(lt/M)T. The basic specific impulse 10 ~s defined by 

F v 
10 

0 /! 

dmp g. 
gs dt 

(31) 

I 

where Fo is the thrust corresponding to complete expansion of one-dimensional flow to 
sea-level ambient pressure, Eq. (29), and g. ~s the gravitational conversion constant. 
Tbus the basic specific impulse is given in terms of the combustion chamber and 
exhaust conditions by the expression 

(32) 

This equation is commonly used in investigating the specific impulse of different 
propellants as is done in the Liquid Propellant Report 28

• The values of 10 used in 
this report are taken from ref. 28. 

More generally, when there is incomplete expansion of the exhaust flow, the 
specific impulse 1 is defined by29 

F _ 11 Po(;:-I)Ae 
1 -! 1- (33) 

dmp - g, dmp 
g'dt g. -;Ii 

where ve is given by Eq. (30). Thus the specific impulse will depend on Tc/M, Pe/p c' 
and Pe/po' It depends on the height of the rocket through the free-air pressure Po' 

Owing to the presence of the term Pe/p o' where Po is a function of altitude, 
the main question which arises in'a rocket motor design. particularly when the motor 
is to operate over a large variation in Po' is the determination of the best value to 
use for p. Consider a staged rocket such as the satellite rocket which consists 

/! 
of three burning stages7

• Since the trajectory of the first stage extends to a height 
of about 20 miles. the corresponding variation of Po is very great. However in the 
second and third stage burning periods the free-air pressure Po is already so small 
that its variation is of no significance as far as the operation of the motor is 
concerned, and for these two stages it is best to design the motor on the basis of 
Po = O. The main problem then is that of determining the best design of the rocket 
motor nozzle for the conditions encountered during the first stage of the burning. 
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From Eq. (33) it is seen that when the dperating conditions are such that ~.is 
constant and when the burning occurs with constant rate of mass flow of propellants, 
the specific impulse may be expressed as a linear function of the free-air pressure, 

I = a - bpo' (34) 

The time average of I during the first burning stage is the same as the value of I at 
the height of the average value of Po during the first stage. Sjnce the gain in 
velocity in the trajectory will be greatest when the time average I is greatest. it 
is evident that the best design Jbest values for a and b) is that for which r is 
greatest. The maximum value of I is obtained when the nozzle is designed to give 
complete expansion, p. = po(po being the time average value of Po during the first 
stage), with parallel. one-dimensional, exhaust flow. Thus, the nozzle of the-first 
stage rocket motor should be designed to give complete expansion with parallel exhaust 
flow for an external pressure having the value Po' since, with a fixed exhaust area, 
this will result in the greatest average thrust over the first stage part of the 
trajectory. This average value of Po in the first stage flight is actually about 
1/2 Poo (where Poo is the standard sea level pressure). The nozzle thus should be 
designed to an exit pressure of 1/2 P so that at sea level the nozzle is over-

00 
expanded. This will cause no difficulty, since even for the most poorly designed 
nozzles (conical) an over-expansion to 1/. Poo does not cause shock separation when 
the expansion angle is as small as the design to be described here. The minimum 
length of the diverging portion of the exhaust nozzle (3 to 4. Fig. IS) which will 
give parallel exhaust flow may be determined on the basis of a recent investigation 
by Guderley30. This length is a function of the pressure ratio po/pc' and for the 
range of pressures of interest here (po from IS to 0 psi, Pc from ISO to 600 psi) it 
is found that the minimum length to give parallel flow is greater than is desirable 
for use in the satellite rocket. Letting~ denote the length of the diverging 
section 3 to 4, Fig. 15, and dt the throat diameter, it is found from combined con
siderations of weight, thrust, and skin friction that satisfactory values for~2 are 
given bY"'8 ,., 2.76 d t for the first stage and"'!., = 4.25 d t for the second and third 
stages31

• The results of ref. 30 may also be used to determine the loss of thrust 
which results when the lengtht!2 is less than that required to give parallel flow; 
and for the first stage, for example, where ~ = 2.76 d t , it is found that the loss 
in thrust is only about 1/2 per cent, which may be absorbed into the general rocket 
motor efficiency factor. ' 

The methods and results presented in ref. 30 are of considerable importance in 
rocket motor design. In this paper Guderley shows how the diverging portion of the 
exhaust nozzle should be designed to give the greatest thrust for various given values 
of ~2/dt and for different values of p. The analysis, which assumes frictionless 
flow, is based on a method of three dime~sional characteristics combined with the use 
of the calculus of variations. The rocket motor nozzle shapes and efficiencies for 
the satellite rocket as determined on the basis of the results of ref. 30 are discussed 
in ref. 31. 

Letting ~ denote an efficiency factor which includes burning efficiency and 
friction losses, and using wp .. gs dmp/dt to denote the rate of weight flow of propel
lants, relation (33) becomes (for parallel flow) 

(35) 
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A thrust coefficient CF is pow introduced as pefined by the relation 

(36) 

where At is the sectional area at the throat. Letting Cp denote the specific heat at 
constant pressure. it may be shown that 

Wp 
_-v 
P A e 

c t 

where the subscript t refers to conditions at the throat. Since the Mach number Mt 
at the throat is always equal to one. it follows that this may be written in the form 
(see ref. 19. p. 60 ) 

y + 1 

(y : 1) 
-:y:-I 

(37) 

In the special case that Pe .: Po' we have 

CF (38) 

Since -it is found that the time average of Po during the first stage of the 
burning is about half the sea level pressure, which will be denoted by 1/2 Poo' if 
the exhaust nozzle should be designed to give complete expansion at this pressure, 
the average specific impulse 11 during the first stage w~uld be given by 

I = 711 PeAt [ 
1 • 

'lip 
(39) 

where, since Pe Po 1/2 POOl the average value of the term (Pe/p c - po/pc) is zero. 
However, the instantaneous value 11 of the specific impulse in the first stage will 
be a function of the external pressure Po as given by 

(y : 1) 
~ 
y - 1 L=-!l 

I - (t ::,) l' J 
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where ~1 includes losses in thrust due to burning inefficiency, friction, and a 1/2 % 
loss because the length..ea is shorter than that necessary for conplete expansion. The 
value ~1 2 0.90 has been adopted as a satisfactory description of the rocket motor 
perforn~nce in the first stage. The area ratio is calculated from the relation (ref. 
19, p. 60 ) 

y + 1 
2 (y - II 

1 
(41) 

where it ~s understood that Pe = 1/2 Poo is to be used in the first stage. 

Setting Po Poo ' the basic specific impulse 1
0

, Eq. (32), may also be expressed 
10 the form 

y + 1 
-:y:-I 

(~) (42) 

It is now desired to determine the best (optimum) value of the combustion chamber 
pressure Pc to use in the operation of the rocket motor. This is determined by weigh
ing the increased flight performance (acceleration) which occurs with large Pc against 
the extra weight which large Pc and large acceleration demand because of the structur
al strength required. Using ryl ~ 0.90 and comparing (39) and (42), it is evident that 

y - 1 
y 

(43) 

By using this expression, 11 may be calculated for various combustion chamber pres
sures Pc using the values of 10 derived in ref. 28 for the different propellant 
systems. This relation is plotted in Fig. 16 for the hydrazine-oxygen propellant 
system. The values given here for II' together with those for 12 and 13 discussed 
later, are used to determine the optimum Pc according to the analysis given in the 
Structure and Weight Report12. 
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The investigation of the optimum Pc for least gross weight also requires the 
reltttion 

~.r 
y + 1 'Y - 1 

(Y : 1) 
y-:-y 

-(t::o) 
Y 

'i P .. A,] 
2 Pc At ,(44) 

I" [ 
Y -

('Y : 1) (1 Poo) 
'Y _ t p •• A,] - 2"-

Pc Pc At 

where I 1i is the specific impulse at the beginning of the first burning period and 
II/ that at the end of the period. As with Eq. (43), this ratio may also be investi
gated for various propellants and various Pc' These plots are also shown in Fig. 16. 
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In order to proceed further with the structural requirements it is necessary to 
know howA c varies with Pc and with the propellants used. At the end of the first 
burning period the thrust is '1(1 - v)n (ref. 7) where W

1 
is the gross weight of the 

first stage, n is the maximWII load factor, and v is the ratio of propellant weight to 
gross weight. From Eqs. (36) and (40), using Po = 0 at the end of the first burning 
period, the thrust is also given by 

and it therefore follows that 

y + 1 
:y:-I. 

= (~ Poo) - 2-
Pc 

y - 1 
Y 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

The plot of Kl is included in Fig. 16. The variation of these parameters for the 
hydrazine-fluorine propellant system is shown in Fig. 11. 

In the second and third stages the external pressure Po is zero as far as the 
nozzle design is concerned. When the exhaust pressure Pe in the nozzle is zero, it 
is found that parallel flow can never be obtained no matter how great the distance~ 
is made. In view of this fact, for stages 2 and 3 a reasonable length is chosen for 
J'a and the shape is based on results given in ref. 30. The length chosen was ap
proximately 4.2 times the diameter dt , which gives Ae/At = 15 approx~ately. Since 
the parallel (one dimensional) flow case is so readily calculable and since, for 
Ae/At = 15, the difference in efficiency between that for parallel flow and that for 
the chosen design is only 1.5 per cent, parallel flow is assumed. The 1.5 per cent 
error thus introduced is absorbed into the efficiency factor ~2 = ~3 which then be
comes ~2 = ~a = 0.9~1 = 0.89, since a 1/2 % loss of this type was already included 
in the value ~1 ; 0.90. It is now necessary to determine the quantities la. la. K2 • 

and Ka for the second and third stages. On the basis of one-dimensional flow 

y + 1 
-:v--::-} 

2y2( 2)' 
y-:-l -;y-::-I 

(48) 
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where A,/At 

In a similar manner it is shown for the third stage that 
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Using values of ~o and y from ref. 28, plots of 11' Ilf/Ili • and KI • versus Pc 
as the independent variable are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Plots of K, and Ia versus 
Pc are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. These results are used in the Structure and Weight 
Report1

' along with structural consideration in order to obtain the optnnum chamber 
pressure for which the rocket motor should be designed. The initial structural 
studies indicated that the optimum values were P , = P , = 150 psi and P 1 = 400 psi , c c c 
for the hydrazine-oxygen propellant system. This gives 12 = I, = 296.7 and. from 
Eq; (39) and (42). '1

1
' becomes 

1_(~;:0) 
y 

(1 P 00 _ Po) A e 2- --

11 0.9 10 + P, Pc At (Sla) 
y + 1 y - 1 

(::0 ) 
y y::-I( -~) 

Y 
2 y' 2 I y-::I (y + i) 1 Pc 

Using the optimum value Pel = 400 psi and atmospheric density values from ref. 8. the 
variation of 11 with height as computed from Eq. (Sla) is shown in Fig. 20. These 
values of 11 were used in the final trajectory calculations of the Flight Mechanics 
Report7. Also. on the basis of these optimum values found for the Pc' exact shapes 
were determined'l for the diverging portion of the exhaust nozzle on the basis of 
the methods explained in ref. 3~. More refined structural studies l

' carried out 
after these calculations and the trajectory calculations had been completed showed 
that the optimum Pel was somewhat higher than 400 psi. The optnnum value of Pea and 
Pc3 remained unchanged. However, since this more accurate value of Pel produces a 
change in the minimum gross weight of less than 1000 pounds. the use of the value 
Pc = Pel = 400 psi is sufficiently accurate for the analysis. 
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B. LIFT FORCES ON A FLAT PLATE AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS 
FOR USE IN WINGED ROCKET CALCULATIONS 

I 

In the early stages of the satellite rocket in~estigation it appeared that jet 
Yanes might be used for control purposes and accordingly a brief study was made of 
the lift coefficient of a flat plate at high Mach numbers in order to determine the 
relation 

CL = f(M, a), 

where CL is the lift coefficient, M is Mach number, and a is angle of attack. Since 
jet vanes are situated in the high temperature exhaust flow the calculations were 
based on ~ = 1.25. However, since results based on this value of ~ will not differ 
greatly from those which would be obtained by using the usual value ~ - 1.4, the jet 
vane results may be applied to the lifting surfaces of a winged body descending 
through the atmosphere. For densities which are high enough that the gas dynamical 
laws are valid and if friction is neglected, the calculations give exact results for 
any angle of attack and any Mach number provided the shock always remains attached 
to the leading edge as shown in Fig. 21. 

LEAI)lNG EDGE~ __ 

DIRECTION _ '" 
OF FLOW 

SHOOt< WAVE 

PRANDTL-MEYER EXPANSION --.:::. 

oc.. ANGLE OF ATTACK 

(.l • SHOOK ANGLE 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FLAT PLATE INCLINED 
AT AN ANGLE TO SUPERSONIC FLOW 

FIG. 21 

A single shock wave extends away from the lower surface leading edge while a 
Prandtl-Meyer expansion occurs at the upper surface leading edge. The pressure on 
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the upper surface is constant and may be computed by making use of the characteristic 
equation of supersonic flow (~he epicycloid equation). The epicycloid solutioh for 
supersonic flow is20 , 25 

a :: B tan- 1 I 
(:_)2 _ 1 

B 

1 -~)' 

where a angle of attack 

B =ltY
+

1 
Y - I 

- tan -1 ( !.r -1 

1 -G·r 

(~f -1 

1 ., ::)' 

W velocity along the upper surface 

U1 free-stream velocity 

a- -'~a - V-:y-+I 0 

ao velocity of sound In the gas at rest. 

- B'tan- 1 (;~f - I 

l-~;} 

(52) 

If PI is the 'free-stream pressure and P2u IS the pressure on the upper surface. the 
ratio of these pressures is 

(53) 

The pressure ratio is determined from this relation by first calculating W/a- from 
Eq. (52). 
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The flow on the lower surface goes through a single shock wave and also produces 
a constant pressure along 'this surface. The pressure on the lower surface is cal
culated from the well-known relations for a diagonal shock wave5

• If Pa~ is the 
pressure on the lower surface, the pressure and angle relations are 

-. -- 1 Sln ---P a~; [ 2 'Y M a . 2 f3 ('Y - 1 ~ 
PI 'Y + 1 ' ''Y + 1 

(54) 

(55) 

111 l1a 

sin f3 '" a· a· (56) 

[(:2 -~~r .( :: J'] + 
a· a· 

and 
111 y~ Ml 2 
~ VI + 'Y 2 1 M12 

(57) 

Ml is the free-stream Mach nun~ers, f3 is the shock angle, 112 is the horizontal com
ponent of the velocity along the lower surface, and va is the vertical component. The 
vertical component va/a· is connected with the horizontal component l1a/a. by the 
stropboid relation 

( :!y (~ 112 ) 2 (:~ 112 
- 1 ) a· a· (58) 

( r 1 
111 ,11 2 + 

2 111 -- -a· a· y + 1 a· 

COmputing tbe pressure according to these formulas and evaluating the lift coefficient 
from the relation 

we obtain the results shown in Fig. 22. 
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III. HEAT TRANSFER 

Owing to the rather extreme conditions under which a satellite rocket must op. 
erate, several important heat transfer problems require serious consideration. These 
problems may be separated into three categOries: (1) those connected with the high 
speed ai( flow over the external surface of the rocket (skin temperature), (2) those 
connected with the high speed flow of the propellants through the propellant system, 
and (3) the flow of the high temperature products of combustion through the exhaust 
nozzle (cooling of the rocket motor). In the discussion here. only the heat transfer 
problems arising in connection with the skin temperature (external flow) will be 
treated. Thus, a very important heat transfer problem arising in connection with 
the external flow over the satellite rocket is that of determining the maximum skin 
temperature produced by atmospheric friction resulting from the very high speed flight 
of the rocket, not only over its ascending trajectory but also durine the descent. 
Once the satellite has been established on its orbit, a further problem is that of 
determining the variations in temperature of the skin resulting from radiation pro
cesses. 

A. SKIN "TEMPERATURES DURING ASCENT OF THE SATELLITE ROCKET 
AND DESCENT OF THE SATELLITE BODY 

It is found that the maximum skin temperature during the trajectory ascent oc
curs at heights where the Reynolds number still predicts laminar flow. Actually this 
is the so-called region of slip flow, Tsien10

, where the mean free path I of the 
atmospheric gas particles is no longer negligible compared to the length of the body. 
In the study here it wi 11 be assumed that the sl ip flow region is bounded by l/ L 0= O. I, 
and that for l/~o> 1 free molecule flow exists. As in the drag investigation, it. 
will be assumed that the gas dynamical laws are valid during the ascent, at least up 
to those heights where the Reynolds number still predicts laminar flow, i.e., Re ~ 100. 

lhe important physical processes determining the skin temperature are the forced 
convection of heat frolll the boundary layer to the skin and the loss of heat from the 
skin resulting from its emitted radiation. There would also be some heat conducted 
through the skin to the inside of the rocket, but since this would be difficult to 
specify, it will be neglected. This neglect gives a conservative (high) value for 
the skin temperature. On the basis of the first law of thermodynamics the equation 
for the heat transfer per unit time and per unit surface area is 

where C 
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/II, dT 
C-~ 

S dt 
h(T" _ T ) _ (J" € fI( ~)<l _ ( Too )4] 

1 11/ ~ 100 100 
(60) 

specific heat of' the Il.etal skin which is canposed of stabilized 18-8 type 
stainless steel. The thickness of the skin is 0.020 inch. 

mass of n~tal skin per unit surface area 

the instantaneous absolute skin temperature (i.e. wall temperature) 
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inherent temperature of the skin when it 15 in thermal equilibrium with 
the boundary layer 

tooz standard sea-level temperature of the atmosphere 

t =: time 

h average heat transfer coefficient over a length of wall A •• per unit area 
per unit time 

Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant 0.174 
Btu 

(
OR) 4 hour ft 2 

100 

~ emissivity of metal skin. 

The first term on the right represents the forced convection and the 'secondterm the 
radiation. The variation of the specific heat C with temperature is shown in Fig. 
23. 
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The term (Tf; (To/1OO),' is supposed to represent adequately the radiatiw received 
by the skin from the sun~ the atmosphere, and the earth when the rocket is travelling 
over a trajectory. Strictly speaking, at low altitudes Too should be replaced by the 
free-air temperature To at the given altitud~. At high altitudes the temperature 
used should be that which would result from solar insolation alone. However, since 
this does not differ greatly from the sea level atmospheric temperature (see Fig. 25 
for example). the value Too win be used. ,On the other hand the use of To for the 
skin temperature at heights of the order of 70-80 miles would be quite erroneous 
since. although the atmospheric gas has a high kinetic temperature at these heights, 
the atmosphere is so rarefied that the effect of its temperature in determining the· 
temperature of the skin is entirely negligible. The error introduced in the maximum 
skin temperature determination by using Too instead of To is very small, about 20°F. 

In the forced convection term Ti is the inherent temperature of the skin which 
in general differs from the total or stagnation temperature just outside the boundary 
layer. For example when the Prandtl number, Pr = C~/k, is different from 1.0, the 
inherent temperature is less than the total temperature. C is the specific heatof 
air at constant pressure, ~ is the absolute viscosity, and ~ is the thermal conduct
ivity of air. For discussing heat transfer calculations and test results, Eckert32 

finds it convenient to use the formula 

(60 

where r is defined by the ratio 

(61a) 

In these expressions TT = To [1 + (y-l)M2/2] is the total temperature, To is the 
free-air temperature, M is the flight Mach' number, and ~ is the local moving gas 
temperature in the flow just outside the boundary layer. tckert32 gives r ~ 0.96 for 
a turbulent boundary layer and r = 0.85 for one which is laminar. Considering the 
degree of accuracy of the calculations, it is quite permissible to use the value 
r = 1.0 since this will result in an error 1n the maximum skin temperature of only 
about 50°F, which is quite negligible. 

On the basis of German experimental data Eckert 32 finds, for turbulent flow, 
the empirical relation 

h~ 
Nu =--" = 0.03(Re)0.8 , 

k 
(62) 

and that this relation is valid for subsonic as well as supersonic flow. In this 
expression Nu is the Nusselt number. h is average value of the heat transfer co
efficient over the length.,e from the leading edge (in this case the forward end of 
the nose), and Re is the Re;oolds number. The pressure and velocity used in evalu
ating Be are the local values just outside the boundary layer. The above result, 
Eq. (62), is in agreement with work done in this country by Martinelli, Tribus, and 
Boelter33 • Eber34 , on the other hand. finds a value for Nu in the supersonic region 
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which is about half that given by Eckert' s formula (62), but since this work was done 
in the transition region from laOlinar to turbulent flow, these results are discarded 
in favor of Eckert's results. It is important to point out ,that the formulas of 
Eckert and Martinelli give temperatures about twice that ~hich would be given if th~ 
formula of Eberwere used. The temperatures derived here will therefore lean toward 
relatively high values. 

Using formula (62) by replacing Re in terms of its definition. Re ~ ~ v p(T,p)/ 
~, and using the values k: 6.87 X 10-5(T)0.86 Btu/hr ft oR, and~ = 1.259 x 10-12(T) 
0.71 Ih hr/ft2. we obtain 

h u.s 
( 

P )0.8 u__ , 

POD 

(63) 

where u represents the local velocity of flow just outside the houndary layer, andp 
is the corresponding pressure. The atmospheric pressure at sea level is denoted hy 
p 00' The manner in which T is to be interpreted is still to be determined. The 
question is whether T should be interpreted as the houndary layer temperature or the 
skin temperature when these two differ. as is the case when a transient condition is 
present. Eckert indicates that the data favor the interpretation of T as the skin 
(i.e., wall) temperature T. and since this is also a conservative interpretation, it 
is the one adopted. The maximum skin temperature when based on this value, T = T •• 
IS 200~ higher than when T T is used. 

For laminar boundary layer flow the heat transfer formula is 

h 0.765 
(...e ) 0.11 

• 
U (L)o.1I 

POD 

(64) 

This formula IS used for Re < 2.9 x 105
, where the Reynolds number is computed from 

Re 27.3 X 107 (65) 

For Re > 2.9 x 105 the formula used for the heat transfer coefficient IS 

(66) 

where the second term on the right is present in order to take account of the laOlinar 
boundary layer on the forward portion of the nose. The pressure p is the local pres
sure just outside the boundary layer and is evaluated from the Taylor-Maccoll cone 
theory4. At Re 2.9 x 10 5 the two expressions for h become identical. 

The position along the skin of the hody where the maximum temperature occurs 
will be situated, in general, where mlS and...e are small, that is, where h is large • ., , . 
The maximum temperature calculations are therefore carried out for a POSItIon near 
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t~e forward end of the nose aU. '" 1.2 ft. where -IS", 0.82 lb/ftll. For this posi-, 
t10n and using a trajectory very similar to that adopted as optimum in ref. 7, the 
v~riation of the skin temperature Tv with time as computed from Eq. 60 is shown in 
F1g. 24. These values refer only to the lower part of the trajectory (up to about 
60 miles) where the gas dynamical laws are assumed to be valid. This is the region 
in which the high skin temperatures are produced, and it is seen from Fig. 24 that 
the maximlll1 temperature indicated is of the order of 1300OS. This occurs at a height 
of about 40 ,miles. Earlier calculations based on a less steep trajectory had siven 
a maximum temperature of the order of 2000oR • 
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TIME VARIATION Of THE SKIN TEMPERATURE CORRESPOHI)ING TO THE OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY OF THE 
THREE STAGE HYORAZINE-OXYGEN SATELLITE ROCKET 

, In the rarefied regions of the atmosphere above 80 or 90 miles the heat transfer 
can no longer be calculated on the basis of the formulas given below but rather must 
be based on the properties of the free molecule flow mentioned previously in Part I. 
It was pointed out .there that the gas particles are assumed to lose all of their 
directed kinetic energy upon striking the metal skin of the rocket. The temperature 
effects resulting from the impacts of the gas particles on the skin may therefore be 
computed on this basis. At these altitudes (80-90 miles) the third stage of the 
rocket is operative, and since this has the shape of a cone, the rate mass flow en
"tering the skin {the gas particles are assumed to enter the skin and then be reemitted 
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diffusely as explained in Part I) is p vS ain¢, where p is the atmospheric density 
• hI)· I) , 

V IS t e speed of the rocket, S is the conical surface area, and ¢ is the half angle 
of tbe cone. 

It is more convenient here to consider the rocket as stationary in a stream of 
atmospheric gas of velocity v. The velocity v is so large compared to the thermal 
velocity of the particles that the latter may be neglected, and all particles may 
then be considered as moving in the same direction, that of the direction of D~tion 
v. Since the kinetic energy E per unit mas~ of atmospheric gas is 1/2 v2

, the rate 
dE/dt at which energy enters the skin of the rocket IS 

dE 
dt 

1 P v 3 sin ¢ 2 () (67) 

On the basis of this equation it is found that at altitudes above 150 miles 
the temperature effect resulting from the impacts of the gas particles is completely 
negligible. and the temperature of the skin is determined entirely by radiative heat 
transfer. It thus follows that only the radiation processes need be considered in 
calculating the temperature of the skin of the satellite body during its orbital 
motion at heights of the order of 350 miles. . 

Before discussing the temperature of the satellite during its orbital motion, 
brief mention may be made of the telJlleratures which would resul t during a descent of 
the satellite from its orbit. This type of motion was investigated in ref. 7 (Part 
II, section 11), where it was found that the descent from 350 to 100 miles altitude 
was quite slow and was attended by very little change in the velocity or in the angle 
of inclination of the path. Beginning at 100 miles altitude, however, the descent 
progresses at a more rapid pace, and the rate of descent in the lower portions of the 
atmosphere where the density becomes appreciable is extremely rapid. This combination 
of high speed and high density during the lower part of the descent is found to pro
duce very high skin temperatures. In the descent calculations of ref. 7 it was 
assumed that the satellite was always headed in the direction of the flight path, and 
the drag from 350 miles down to 80 miles altitude was calculated on the basis of the 
free molecule theory, using CD 2 and using the atmospheric density values given in 
ref. B. Below the height of 60 miles the drag was calculated on the basis of the 
usual gas dynamical laws (Taylor-Maccoll theory for the cone). Between 80 and 60 
miles interpolated values of CD were used. 

As in the drag calculations where the divergence from orbital conditions was 
assWTled to be negligible down to 100 miles, it is assumed here, in an analogous 
fashion, that temperature equilibrium exists down to 100 miles. The temperature in 
this region is therefore calculated from Eq. (60), using the relation 

(68) 

and the additional condition dT./dt = O. Thus at a height of 100 miles, for example, 
the steady state heat balance equation is 

(69) 
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The temperature Too is used in the radiation term because it represents a reasonable 
value for the average temperature which would result for the body on the basis of 
radiation processes alone. Using E = 0.95, and the appropriate values p .. 9.6 X 10- 11 

slug/it:!, v = 24,070 ft/sec, and Too = 538.8~, it is found that T. ~ 687CRat 100 
miles altitude. . 

From 100 down to 80 miles altitude the temperature is calculated on the basis 
of free molecule flow. In this altitude range the variation of temperature with time 
~s larger, and it is necessary to use the differential equation 

III dT 
C _-.!. 

S dt 
lp v3 sin¢-a-€ ~(T.). _(Too)41 
2 0 ~ 100 100 J (70) 

At a height of 80 miles where v = 24,090 ft/sec this gives T. .. 1060~. Since no 
lift can be produced by free molecule flow, it follows that even if the descending 
body were equipped with wings, the velocity and therefore the temperature would remain 
unchanged. 

Beginning at a height of about 60 miles, the heat transfer equations (60), (64), 
and (66), which are based on gas dynamics, are appropriate to use as a first approxi
mation in the determination of the temperature, the approximation becoming more ac
curate as the regions of higher density are encountered. It may be worthy of note 
that the use of the ordinary gas dynamics heat transfer equations implies much smaller 
relative amounts of heat transferred from the air to the skin since, in the gas 
dynamics region, the air is turned to flow along the surface of the body, thereby 
retaining a major portion of its total energy. 

Between 80 and 60 miles altitude, the temperatures are determined by fairing the 
values of h above 80 miles into the values found below 60 miles. Although the cal
culation of the temperature variations below 80 miles has not yet been completed, it 
is evident that the skin temperatures calculated according to Eq. (60) will be very 
high. In this case it is appropriate to add further heat transfer terms to Eq. (60) 
in order to take account of the loss of heat in the boundary layer due to emitted 
radiation and also due to gaseous dissociation. Recent calculations by Friedman36 

show that the maximum boundary layer temperature when dissociation is taken into 
account is of the order of 5000-7000oF. In view of this reduction in the maximum 
boundary layer temperature resulting from dissociation, it appears that it may be 
possible to avoid melting during the descent of the satellite, especially if a suit
able external insulating layer is used. Thus when dissociation effects are taken 
into account, it is found that the maximum skin temperature during descent will be 
of the order of 4000-4500oR. In this case it seems quite possible that a protecting 
layer of magnesium oxide over the outside surface would be sufficient to prevent 
melting of the skin. 

An investigation ~s under way to determine whether the maximum skin temperature 
is reduced when the descending satellite body is equipped with wings. The preliminary 
results of these calculations indicate that by using wings having the same size rela
tive to the body as in high speed airplane design, the descending trajectory may be 
sufficiently altered that the skin temperatures which result are only half those 
which would occur when no wings are employed. 
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B. TEMPERATURE OF THE SATELLITE BOOY DURING ITS ORBITAL MOTION 

Once the satellite has been established on its orbit, the skin temperature during 
the or!>ital motion will be determined entirely by radiation processes. In order to 
calculate the radiative heat transfer. the following assumptions are made. 

1. The solar radiation Q. consists of parallel rays containing energy of amount· 

Q. = 429 ~ • 
hr ft 2 

{71} 

The satellite is always situated in the equatorial plane of the earth which is 
at a constant inclination of 23.5° to the earth-sun radius vector. 

2. The satellite rotates ~bout the earth in the equatorial plane at a constant 
heigpt ho and a constant angular velocity ~Q' One side of the satellite always 
faces the earth, spends haIr of the period P of rotation on the night side of 
the earth, and neyer receives any direct solar radiation. 

3. The earth is assumed to radiate as a black body at the temperature of the 
upper troposphere {420°ft} and to have an albedo'? of 0.43. 

As far as the orbital motion is concerned, it is the maximum and minimum temper
atures occurring during a period that are of main interest. partly because of their 
general effect on the satellite body and partly because of possible use of large 
differences in temperature to operate a heat engine. Therefore, in order to make 
the differences as large as possible, it will be assumed that the earth side of the 
body is painted white to make the temperature of this side as low as possible, while 
the space side will be assumed to have a surface of polished steel to give a temper
ature as high as possible. The temperature calculations are made separately for the 
two opposite sides of the rocket by treating these as flat plate surfaces parallel 
to the instantaneous horizontal and thermally insulated on the sides which face each 
other {the inside of the rocket}, 

1. The T~rature of the Earth Side of the Satellite 

The appropriate heat transfer equation for the earth side of the satellite is 

{72} 

where 

C = specific heat of skin = 0.12 Btu/tbOR 

_IS = density of stainless steel skin per unit surface area = 1.35 Ib/ft2 

absorption coefficient for radiation received from the earth = 0.95, surface 
painted whi te 

• Based on 1.94 gram cal/cm2 minute as the Talue for the solar c~nstant. see P.61 of 
ref. 36. 
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4. a absorption coefficient for solar radiation received by reflection from the 
earth • 0.14, surface painted white 

E • emissivity = 0.95, surface painted white 

Tl temperature of outer troposphere = 4200a 

/1 = a geometrical radiation factor = (RE/rorb)2 

RE = radius of the earth at the equator = 3963.34 miles 

r orb = distance of the orbit from center of the earth = RE + ho 

ho = height of orbit above. sea level = 350 miles 

P = orbital period = ~/wo 95.844 minutes/revolution 

4313.34 miles 

angular velocity in the orbit referred to a system of reference not rotating 
with the earth = 1.0926 x 10-3radians/sec. 

In the calculations the initial condition assumed is that the satellite enters the 
earth's shadow at the time t = O. 

2. The Temperature of the Space Side of the Satellite 

The heat transfer equation for the space side of the satellite is 

c ~ dT = - O'€r' + a Q cos 23.5°sin ~ t. 
S dt • 8 P 

Assuming the surface to be of polished steel, the values € 

used. 

(73) 

0.07 and a 0.45 are 

The time variation of the skin temperatures of the two sides, the earth side 
painted white and the space side of polished steel, is shown in Fig. 25. 

Although preliminary calculations of the temperature of a satellite rocket were 
made in the initial satellite study38, the assumptions were more simplified than those 
used here inasmuch as there was no consideration of the time variation as contained 
in the right hand side of Eqs. (72) and (73). Moreover, the calculations were based 
upon heat transfer to the entire mass of the rocket, rather than to the skin alone, 
and therefore yielded temperatures less extreme than those obtained here. 

It is seen from Fig. 25 that the temperature difference between the two sides 
of the satellite is of the order of 300-400°F, and that a maximum temperature of 
960 0n will occur on the space side. and a minimum temperature of 400 0 R will occur 
on the earth side. There appears to be no special objection to these temperature 
limits. lhe figure also includes the temperature which results when both sides are 
painted with lampblack, in which case the values 0.1 = 0.2 = € = 0.95 are used. It is 
seen that this results in a general overall decrease in the temperatures and further
more that in this case it is the space side of the satellite which has the lower 
m1n1mum (and also the higher maximum) temperature. 
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APPENDIX 

AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON A CONE AT VERY HIGH MACH NUMBERS 

At very high Mach numbers the flow is of the Newtonian type5. 6. 39; that is. 
the air strikes the body and loses its normal component of momentum, proceeding along 
~he surface of the body with only its tangential component. Consider a body of rev
olution with the positive x-axis as the longitudinal axis of symmetry. Fig. 26. The 
individual surface element at a radial distance r from the longitudinal axis is in
clined at an angle ¢ to this axis. ,The air stream is inclined at an angle a. (angle 
of attack) to the x-axis. 

-'----1---1--'1 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BODY OF REVOLUTION 
INCLINED AT AN ANGLE TO THE FLOW 

FIG. 26 

The direction cosines of the normal to a surface element d7 are sin ¢, - sin P 
cos ¢. and - cos P cos ¢. The angle ~ between the velocity vector v and the nor~al 
to the surface element is given by 

cos ~ '" cos a. sin ¢ - sin a. cos P cos ¢ . (74) 

The normal component of the velocity is un = v cos ~. 
surface element &7 by the momentum loss is given by 

df pv v dA a' a 
p = &7 '" ' ~ ,. pv cos ~ • 

The pressure produced at the 

(75) 

where df is the force normal to the surface element &7. and dA is the projection of 
the surface element normal to the stream velocity. Using q = 1/2 pvll we obtain 

f.. = 2 cosl! ~. 
q 

(76) 
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Th~ z-cQmponent of the force on the elenent d7 is 

df z = - p cos {3 cos ¢ dq = - pr cos {3 d {3 d:c, (77) 

while the x-component IS given by 

df% = p sin ¢ d7 = pr tan ¢ d {3 dx • (78) 

The normal and axial forces on the body of revolution per unit length are de
termined by 

dN = I df 
d:c : 

for the normal force, and 

for the axial force. 

-2r r p cos {3 d {3 
o 

2r tan ¢ r pd {3 
o 

Using the non-dimensional representation, we may write 

e' = deN 
N d(:x./d) 

~ '" -!..!:. r 1!.. cos {3 d {3 = 2.!:. sin 2 ¢ sin 20., 
.".qR2 d(:x./d) 7r R 0 q R 

where R = d/2 is the maximum radius of the body. 

Similarly, for the axial force we have 

de 4 .". ex = x == _.!:. tarrP J .E. d {3 = 4..!: tarrP [2sin2¢ + 
d(x/d) 7r R 0 q R 

For a conical portion of the body where <P '" const. and r = xtarrP. we obtain 

and 

for the normal and axial force coefficients. 
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Unlver.it, ot Pittsbureh 
Pittabargh, PennaJlvania 
Attn: Wr. E ..... Holbrook, Dean 

Univerait,. of Virginia 
PhJaics Depart.ent 
Charlottesville, Virllnla 
... t tn: Dr.,J. W. 'Bea •• 

(2) GUIDANCE .. COMTROL 

TR ... KSWITTED VIA 

In.pector ot Naval Waterial 
80 Churoh 8treet 
Ifew Tork 7, Wew Tork 

Bureau or &eronautlce Rep. 
80 Church Street 
New York 7, Mew Tork 

Development Contract Otficer 
MassaQhusetts Institute or Technology 
Ca.bridle 39, Mas.acbusetts 

Inspeotor of WAvs1 vateriAI 
90 Church Stree t 
Mew York 7, Mew York 

Co ... n4ibl Otficer 
waval Aircraft Modification Unit 
Johnsville, pa. 

'Develop.ent Contract Otflcer 
University ot Virllnia 
Charlotte.villp-, Virlinia 

SEORET 

COGMIZ"'lfT 
AGBNCY 

... AF 

ORD DEPT 

... ... 1" 

... ..... , 

WAVY 

IIU ... ER 

BUAEB 

BUORD 

"'1.)1' 

BUORD 

"'1.1" 

BUAKB 

AAF 

BUORD 
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SECRET 

D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 
(8) GUIDAWCE • CONTROL 

CONTIUCToa 

Waablnston Unlyeralt, 
Raaeareb Foandatlon 
813& For.,tbe 81yd., 
Cl.,ton &, .ia.ouri 
Atta: Dr. a. G. Speneer 

Wa.tinsboa.e Blectric corp. 
8prinsfleld, ••••• ebu.ett. 
Attnl J.E.B. Rare, Vice-Pre •• 

(Da, ton orflce) 

Director of Specl.lt, 
Products Deyelopsent 

Whlpp.n, a.dlo Laborator, 
Wbippan" N.J. 
Attn, Kr. K.H. Cook 

Zenitb Radio corporation 
Cblc.so, Illinois 
Attn: HuSb Robertson, 

Executive Vice-Pres. 

AeroJet Ensineerins Corp. 
Aau.a, California 
Attn! ~.F. Mundt 

Armour Reaearch Foundation 
Technical Center, 
Chleaso 16, [lllnois 
Attn, Kr. W. A. Casle" 

Arthur D. Little, [nco 
30 K •• orlal Drive. 
Ca.br Idle. .as." 
Attn. Kr. ReIse Bolst 

Ba t te lIe lIell.orlal Ins t i tu te 
505 ~ins Avenue 
Colu_bns I, Ohio 
Attn: Dr. B. D. Tbo.,a. 

8endix lViation Corp. 
Paeiric Division, SPD West 
II. Hol1,wood, calif. 

Bendl1 Products Dlvl.ion 
Bendix AViation Corporation 
401 Bendix Drive 
South Bend ao, Indiana 
Attn; .r. Frank C. lIoek 

Co_.andlns General 
Ars, Air Forces 
Pentason 
wa.hlnston 2S, D.C. 
Attn! AC/AS-4 DRE-3E 

co •• aodins General 
Air Kateriel Co_sand 
Wrlsht Field Dayton, OhiO 
Attn: TSEPP-4B(~} TSEPP-4A(1) 

TSEPP-GA(l) TSEPP-IIC(1) 
TSORB- (1) 

Co ... ndlns Orrlcer 
Ple&tlnny 4r.eD&1 
Doye~, New Je~.e1 
Attn: Technical Division 
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TRANS.ITTBD V fA 

(3) PROPULSION 

BvreAQ o~ Aeronautic. Rep. 
til Soutb Ra,.ond street 
Pasadena, California 

Development Contract Officer 
Bendix Aviation Corp. 
11600 Sherman way 
K. Hollywood. Calif. 

COGIIUAIT 
AORIICY 

AAF 

AAF 

ORO DEPT 

AA .. 

BUAER 

ORO DEPT 

ORO OBi'T 

AAF • 
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BUORD 

lAF 
ISUORD 

AA .. 

ORD DBPT 



D. COM PONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 

COlltRACTOR 

Co .. anding Otticer 
.atertowa Arsenal 
watertown 71, •••• achu.ett •• 
Attal Laboratory. 

continental Aviation and Engr. Corp. 
Detroit, Michigan 

Curtisa-Wright Corporation 
Propeller Division 
caldwell, lIew Jersey 
Attnl Mr. C. W. CbUbo .. 

Bxperl.ent. Iacorporated 
Riabaond, Virgi .. ia 
Attn: Dr. J. W. Mullen, II 

Vairchild Airplane. Enline Co. 
Ranger Aircratt Englnes-Div. 
Varaingdale, L.I., lew York 

General Motors Corporation 
Allison Division 
Indtanapoli., Indiana 
Attn, Mr. Ronald Razen 

G. M. Glannln1 • co., Inc. 
286 W. Colorado 8t. 
Pasadena, Calitornia 

Sere.les Powder CO. 
Port Ewen, H.l. 

Marquardt Alrcratt Company 
Ventc&, Calttornia 
Attn, Dr. R. E. Marquardt 

Menasco Kanutactur1nl Co. 
80~ E. 8a .. Fer .. ando Blvd. 
Burbank, Calitornta 
Attn, Robert a. Miller 

EKee. Vice-Pres. 

lew York University 
Applied Mathen.tics center 
lIew York, lIew York 
Attn, Dr. Richard Courant 

ottice ot Chiet ot Ordnanc. 
Ordnance Rea.arch • Deyelopnent Div. 
Rocke t Branch 
Pentacon, 
Wa.hing ton 2~, D. C. 

Polytecbnlc Instltute ot Brooklyn 
Brooklyn, lIew york 
Attn: Mr. R.P. Harrtngton 

Purdue Unlverstty 
Latayette, Indlana 
Attn' Mr. G. S. Melkel 

Reaction Motors, Inc. 
Lake Dennark 
Dover, Mew Jersey 

(3) P8.0PULBIOII' 

tRAII8MItT!!D VIA 

Burea. ot Aeronautlc. aep. 
11111 French Road 
Detroit G, Michigan 

Developnent Contract Otticer 
P.O. BOl< I-T 
Ricbaond a, Virllnia 

Bureau ot AeronautiC. Rep. 
Bethpaae, L.I., .,Y. 

Bur~an at AeronautiCS Rep. 
General Motors Corporation 
Alll.on Divl.10n 
Indianapoli., Indiana 

Inspector ot .a~al water1al 
90 Church Street 
New York T, we. York 

Bureau ot Aeronaut1cs Bep-
1~ South RaYMond Street 
Pasadena, calitornia 

Inspector ot .aval Material 
90 Church Street 
lIew York 7, New York 

Inspector ot Naval Matertal 
90 Church Street 
New York 7, New York 

Inspector ot lIayal Matertal 
141 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicaao 4, Iliinols 

Bure.u or AeronautiCS 
aesldent Repre.entatt~e 
Re&o~lon Motors, InO. 
Kaval A •• unlt1on Depot 
LAke DenMart, Dover, N.J. 
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COOII'IZAIIT 
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SECRET 

D. COMPONENT CONTRACTORS (Cont'd) 

COlltll.lcroa 

aen.a.laer PoIJteehnl0 tnatltute 
rroJ, lew York 
Att.. Inatruotor or .a.a1 Bolence 

Bolar Alrcrart COBpan, 
Ban Diego la, Callror.la 
Att.1 Dr ••• AJ Wlll1a.aon 

Bta.dard 011 Co.,a., 
Eeao Laboratortea 
Blt.abeth, lew Jere., 

UniTereit, ot Virginia 
Pb,alc. Depert.ent 
Cbar~otteeYille, Virgloia 
Attnl Dr. J. W ... a.a 

Univerelt, ot Wl.oon.ln 
.adi.on, Wi.eon.in 
Att .. : Dr. J.O. Hirechtelder 

we.tinShouse Electric Co. 
B.ainston, Pe .. n.,lvania 

wright "eronautical Corp. 
Woodridge, Mew Jerse, 

Bothleh •• Steel Corp. 
ShipbUild in, D1YIsion 
Quinc, 611. lIass. 
Attn: IIr. B. For 
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(a) paoPUt.B 101' 

Tal.Jl811IrTBD V II. 

D.velop .... t Contract Offic~r 
Bta.dard 011 Co.pan, 
B8so Lahoratori •• , Box 243 
BIlxabeth, lIew Jerse, 

Develop.ent Contract Officer 
Unlversit, of Virginia 
Charlotteaville, Virsl .. ia 

t .. apector ot Nayal 
lIatorial, 
141 W. Jaokson Blv4. 
Chlca,o 4, Illinola 

Bureau or Aeronautic. 
Realdent aepresentatlYe 
Westi .. ghouae Blectrlc Corp. 
B •• logton, Penn.,lvanla 

Bureau of Aerooautica Rep. 
Wright Aeronautical Corp. 
Woodridge, New Jeree, 

8upervlaor of Shipbuilding. USN 
Quine)" lIa.e. 

COGIIIZAIIT 
I.GBIICY 

BUORD ' 
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